Living en Vogue:
Curated to Enrich Life’s
Moments
Mention Penang, and sun-drenched beaches lapped by gentle waves come
to mind. Olfactory senses are reminded of the rich and appetising aromas
emanating from street fares while images of pre-war architecture steeped in
heritage abound, blending silently with a modern skyline. An apt illustration
of Penang, and one that is about to evolve.
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Overview

Welcomed by a wilfully stylish and contemporary façade
framed by lush greeneries and fashionably trendy lines,
Vogue Lifestyle Residence features private tranquil spaces
that blend with communal facilities, creating a holistic
environment that redefines modern living.
The equipment of an expansive urban plaza, natural cascade gardens, a sky deck and sky
terraces provide respite from the urban vibes of the immediate environ of Vogue Lifestyle
Residence. The first of its kind in the region, this new way of living is made possible
through the phenomenal joint venture between Aspen Group and IKEA Southeast Asia.
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Overview

Integrating with Aloft Hotel and retail
spaces, the development breaks away
from the traditional concept of living.
A ‘home’ at Vogue Lifestyle Residence
includes direct access to wellness,
retail, shopping, commercial, food and
entertainment destinations. With the
boundaries of ‘home’ now extended
beyond immaculately landscaped units,
grounds and gardens, Vogue Lifestyle
Residence is a redefined HOME experience
to live, play and indulge in.
This is where you want to be.

“
Vogue Lifestyle

Residence is a
redefined
HOME experience
to live, play and
indulge in.

”
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Vogue | Lifestyle Residence Tower A
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Vogue | Lifestyle Residence Tower B

33

Vogue | Aloft Hotel

4

Vogue | Retail Spaces – Vogue Piazza
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Facilities and Amenities

Redefining
Modern Living
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Facilities and Amenities

1

360˚ Living – Sky Facilities
Comprehensive takes on a new meaning
at Vogue Lifestyle Residence.
Top-line facilities
ensconced within natural
landscaping offer residents
and guests with an array
of activities.
Clock some mileage at the sky gym, glide
through the azure waters of the 50-metre
swimming pool, or simply soak up some
warm rays as you bask in the modern
tranquility of the pool deck or the sunken
pavilion. Leisure areas and serene garden
spaces abound for those given to lounging
and simply chilling out with friends and
family as the sun sets for the day.
2

1

Feast your eyes with breathtaking vistas from
various lookout points on the Sky Terraces,
which offers stunningly exquisite views.
3
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Facilities and Amenities

The comprehensive
array of facilities
include:
• Cycling Track
• 50-metre Lap Pool
• Leisure Pool
• Submerged Deck
• Children’s Pool
• Clubhouse with Elevated
Event Lounge
• Sky Garden
• Exercise Corner
• BBQ Areas
• Pool Deck Pavilion
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• Sunken Pool Pavilion
• Cage Pavilion
• Sun Lounge
• Reading Corner
• Fitness Corner
• Sky Gym
• Rooftop Observatory
• Nature Sky Walk
• Direct Link to IKEA
5
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(1)
Private spaces you can seek retreat.
(2)
Immaculately-landscaped cascade gardens, pool
deck pavilion and sunken pool pavilion.

Smart Facilities:
Smart Services with
comprehensive IoT
solutions.

Internet Access with
high-speed broadband and
FTTP-ready infrastructure.

Smart Resident
Management via
exclusive mobile app.

Smart Security with
real time mobile alerts.

(3)
Take a leisurely dip in the 50-metre swimming
pool.
(4)
Breathtaking vistas greet the eyes from various
rooftop lookout points.
(5)
Barbecue and socialareas for the bonding time
with family and friends.
(7)
Modern living that provides spaces for personal
downtime.
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1

(1)
Enjoy game nights with friends
without worrying about family
privacy.
(2)
An inspiring personal retreat is
just a door away from your unit.

2

3

2

Versatile Spaces
A modern dual-key concept provides separate individual living spaces within a single unit.
It is just like having two individual units in one, providing residents and owners with
almost limitless potential to innovate.
You can choose to maintain a family atmosphere in the main unit and have a games room
in the studio next door for some fun time with friends. It can be used as your personal
zen room or a working space. Dress it up as a guest room for visitors or simply furnish it
as a living room to host friends and visitors, keeping your main unit private. Or, rent it out
and enjoy the convenience of being available if your tenant requires assistance.
Its potential is limited only by one’s imagination.

(3)
Live next to your personal
working space.
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3

Neighbours that
Draw Envy
Vogue Lifestyle Residence is an urban hub
with the privilege of direct access to the most
desirable of urban elements. It is the closest
residential project to the Northern Region's first
IKEA (IKEA Batu Kawan), and enjoys direct
access to an urban green lung and commercial
precinct in its immediate periphery.
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Swedish Neighbour

IKEA

The fourth IKEA store in Malaysia, and the only one in the

Northern Region, is just a stroll away via the covered
link from Vogue Lifestyle Residence.
The 433,000 sq. ft. global furnishing store opened its
doors on 14 March 2019. Similar to other IKEA stores,
shoppers can expect a choice of well-designed
and functional home furnishing products that make
everyday life more comfortable and stylish. IKEA is a
destination for a great day out. Drop the kids at the
supervised play area. Stay for lunch – and savour
some of those world-famous Swedish meatballs.

1

2

(1)
The Integrated Regional
Shopping Centre will
be unparalleled in the
Northern Region.
(2)
Enjoy new shopping
experiences at Penang's
newest super-regional mall.
(3)
Vogue Lifestyle Residence
is connected directly to
the IKEA Batu Kawan via a
covered walkway.
(4)
Business opportunities
abound at the Vervea
Commercial Precinct.
(5)
Vervea Trade & Exhibition
Centre will be the hub of
international trades in the
Northern Region.

3
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Community Focal Point

Shopping Centre
Anchored by IKEA
The 1,000,000 sq. ft. Integrated Regional Shopping
Centre will be anchored by IKEA. Being the first of its
kind in the Northern Region, it will feature a rooftop
garden with al-fresco dining, children’s play area and
spaces for public events.
Similar to other shopping centres anchored by
IKEA, it will focus on community events, providing
entertainment, leisure, dining and other attractions
for families, friends and the community. More than
just a shopping centre, it is a destination perfect for
everyone. The integrated regional shopping centre
is scheduled to open in 2022.

Lung Nectar

Central Park
Sight and soul will find respite at the Central Park.
Enjoy breathtaking views of the natural urban
oasis from Vogue Lifestyle Residence, or simply
walk to the park and experience its rejuvenating
natural expanse. The park merges nature with the
urban elements of its surrounding developments,
creating a sustainable ecosystem for harmonious
coexistence between humans and nature.
It is dominated by a blue lagoon featuring
a record-breaking 52-metre high water jet,
adventure playground, a 1.5-kilometre jogging
and cycling path, as well as an amphitheatre.
It is the centrepiece of wellness to portray
a modern living.

Commercial Convenience

Vervea

4

5

Head to Vervea, the largest gated and guarded
commercial precinct in the Northern Region. Built
with smart and connected facilities, it has opened
its doors in December 2018 and is ready for
business. It also features a MBR record setting
300-metres covered High Street with an open
mall concept.
Vervea Trade & Exhibition Centre
Vervea also features a Trade & Exhibition Centre
(VTEC) that is capable of large-scale concerts,
auto shows, trade fairs and consumer exhibitions,
putting Penang on the region’s map as the hub for
Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions
(M.I.C.E). VTEC houses a versatile 38,000 sq. ft. of
space that consists of exhibition halls, a pre-function
hall, a VIP room, an organiser room and preparation
areas for food and services.

Contemporary Landmark

Aspen Vision City
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Contemporary Landmark

“
Vogue Lifestyle Residence

is the hub of tranquillity and urban zen
in the midst of a smart metropolis,
Aspen Vision City.

”

LIFESTYLE RESIDENCE
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Penang
Island

Mainland

FROM
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FROM VALDOR
BANDAR CASSIA
INTERCHANGE

FROM IPOH

In addition to being bordered by an impressive surrounding, this
FREEHOLD development is strategically located at the exit of the

Second Penang Bridge, and is easily accessible from the North-South

Expressway and other major roads. It is a mere 33 kilometres to the Penang
International Airport and 38 kilometres to George Town.
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City of the Future

Aspen Vision City

“
Aspen Vision City

will be the leading
smart metropolis
that will redefine
the concept of smart
living and serve as a
benchmark for other
aspiring cities.
Spanning across 247 acres of land, Aspen Vision City is the masterplan
development of an intelligently-integrated city with flexible functionality.
It will reshape Batu Kawan into Penang’s third satellite city and the hub
of the Northern Region.
As a pioneer of smart development in the Northern Region of Malaysia,
Aspen Vision City aspires to optimise potential living areas and cultivate
better knowledge-sharing and technological conveniences for the
community and key business players through smart services.
Being the focal point of business, commerce and modern living, Aspen
Vision City will be the leading smart metropolis that will redefine the
concept of smart living and serve as a benchmark for other aspiring cities.

”
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A Viable Investment
Besides being a welcoming home as it is touted to be, Vogue Lifestyle Residence is also
a viable investment with potential for high returns. In addition to its status as the first
mixed-use development with a living and working environment under one roof, Vogue
Lifestyle Residence is also situated in the vicinity of:

Columbia Asia Hospital - Batu Kawan

Penang Design Village

Columbia Asia Sdn. Bhd.’s second medical
facility in the Northern Region and the first in
Penang will provide top healthcare facilities
and full services supported by 150 beds.

Penang Design Village is part of a
40-acre mixed-used development that
includes a hotel, serviced apartments
and condominiums. It is the first and
only outlet mall in Penang.

Vertu Resort
Located 350 metres away from IKEA Batu
Kawan, Vertu Resort is a resort-inspired
urban condominium featuring eco-friendly
features.

Viluxe
The luxuriously-designed Viluxe will be the
first landed residential development in Aspen
Vision City. It is are exquisitely designed with
intricate and personal touches, providing
luxurious comfort that is second to none.

Batu Kawan Industrial Park
Comprehensively planned, the industrial
park is strategically located with excellent
accessibility. It enjoys strong support from
the Penang Development Corporation and
investPenang, and is home to some of the
leading Fortune 500 companies.

Aloft Hotel
It is a 4-star international hotel integrated
with Vogue Lifestyle Residence that
houses 308 rooms and will welcome
guests with its signature bold color
palettes, complementary high speed
Wi-Fi and equipped with top-of-the-range
emenities & facilities. The Hotel will
be an ideal venue for hosting meetings,
conferences and events with its expansive
space flexible for customised layouts and
seating capacities.
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From Rock to Gem

1

2

(1) Viluxe is the first and only landed residential development in Aspen Vision City.
(2) Columbia's first hospital in Penang will be a full-service facility with 150 beds.
(3) The Batu Kawan Industrial Park is home to several Fortune 500 companies.

3

The Second Penang Bridge
brought commerce looking for
more viable options to Batu
Kawan. Located at the exit of
the Second Penang Bridge, Batu
Kawan became the focus of the
government’s vision to develop
it into the hub of the Northern
Region, attracting multinational
companies, creating job
opportunities and driving
the local economy.

Following the blueprint of the
Northern Corridor Economic Region
(NCER), the government reached
out to visionary developers to turn
the region into Penang’s third
satellite city. Aspen Group was the
first to answer the government’s
call with the masterplan of Aspen
Vision City. Upon completion,
Aspen Vision City will be the first
world-class metropolis with a cloud
infrastructure and a host of smart
facilities and amenities for people
and businesses in the vicinity.
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Vogue by Aspen Group
Aspen Group Head Office
Aspen House, 300, Jalan Macalister,
10450 George Town, Penang.
T: +604 227 5000 F: +604 227 5005
Aspen Vision City Sales Gallery
Lebuhraya Bandar Cassia,
14110 Batu Kawan, Penang.
T: +604 505 0505 F: +604 505 0506
Aspen Group Experience Centre
No. 550, Jalan Wee Hein Tze,
11200 Tanjung Bungah, Penang.
T: +604 899 5500
Aspen (Group) Holdings Limited
80, Robinson Road,
#02-00, Singapore, 068898.

1300 30 5000
vogue-lifestyle-residence.com

DISCLAIMER /// This document is produced or published for general information
purposes only and does not form part of any contract or otherwise. All photographs,
illustrations and renderings are artist’s impressions only. The information contained
herein is not guaranteed to be correct or accurate at the time of printing/publishing
and are subject to change without notice. The developer reserves the right to modify
any part of the building/development components and design at any time at its absolute
discretion. In the event of any discrepancy, all Floor Plans, Building Plans, Site Plans
and any other plans (“Plans”) herein shall be superseded by the Plans annexed in the
Sale And Purchase Agreement. No oral representations (if any) by the authorized sales
agents or the developer’s employees shall be relied upon as correctly stating the representations of the developer.

ASPENVISIONCITY.COM.MY

